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Sr. No. Seat No. Name of the Student DIGITAL MEDIA ADVERTISING DESIGN BRAND MANAGEMENT ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION RETAILING AND MERCHANDISING RURAL MARKETING AND ADVERTISING

1 22TMM001 AARETHYA DIPTI MURJI MANABEN

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Dmart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

2 21TMM021 AZAD MUSKAN RAMKISHAN POOJA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Dmart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

3 21TMM022 BHATKAR PRANAV MILIND MANASI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Dmart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

4 21TMM023 BIYA DEVIKA SATYANARAYAN SNEHALATA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Dmart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

5 21TMM024 BOMBLE SEJAL SOPAN MANGAL

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Dmart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

6 21TMM026 DHAKAN RONIK CHETAN RUPALI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Dmart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

7 21TMM062 DHALE SAURAV HENMANT LAXMI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in JioMart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

8 20TMM031 DHANDHARIA SAKSHI SUNIL MANISHA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in JioMart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

9 21TMM027 DINANI ARMAAN HUSSAIN ANURISHA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for Nike as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in JioMart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

10 21TMM028 DUDWADKAR YANKITA GITESH SHUBHANGI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in JioMart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

11 21TMM029 GHAG ROHIT DATTARAM DEEPALI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in JioMart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

12 21TMM030 GHELAWAT GAURAV JAGBIR PUSHPA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in JioMart

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

13 17TMM049 GUJAR DEVCHAND MANGILAL ASHA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Lifestyle 
store

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

14 22TMM003 GUPTA ANJALI VINOD 

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Lifestyle 
store

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

15 21TMM031 GUPTA SHIVAM VINOD SARITA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Lifestyle 
store

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

16 19TMM147 HASIZA SUNNY DHARMENDRA SUNITA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Lifestyle 
store

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

17 21TMM066 JADHAV SHRAVANI YOGESH SAKSHI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Lifestyle 
store

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.
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18 21TMM033 KADAM YASH TUKARAM RESHMA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Conduct a SWOT analysis & discuss 4 P's 
for OnePlus as a brand

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Lifestyle 
store

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

19 22TMM004 KAMTEKAR BHAVESH ANANT PRATIBHA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Shoppers 
Stop

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

20 21TMM060 KARADKAR AKSHADA GIRISH GAURI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Shoppers 
Stop

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

21 21TMM034 KAVAL VINIT CHOPRA JASBIR KAUR

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Shoppers 
Stop

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

22 21TMM036 MANIYAR JANVI SANJAY DAKSHA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Shoppers 
Stop

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

23 16TMM082 MAURYA GOVIND RAMANAND 

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Shoppers 
Stop

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

24 21TMM070 MODI PRATHAM MANISH DEEPA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Shoppers 
Stop

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

25 21TMM038 PARMAR NIHAR SANJAY NISHA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Shoppers 
Stop

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

26 21TMM039 PATIL ADITI  KAVITA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in 
Pantaloons

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

27 21TMM040 PRAJAPATI RONIT TARUN RINA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Bigbillion Sale and SWOT 
analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in 
Pantaloons

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

28 21TMM041 RAHATE SIDDHESH SANDEEP SAYALI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in 
Pantaloons

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

29 21TMM042 RAMTEKE RISHI SURENDRA SHAHNAZ

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in 
Pantaloons

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

30 21TMM043 RATHOD KRISHIKA DINESH KAVITA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in 
Pantaloons

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

31 21TMM069 RODE SUYASH SANTOSH SNEHA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in 
Pantaloons

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

32 21TMM044 SAKPAL PRATHAMESH SANTOSH VANDANA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Croma

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

33 20TMM104 SARVAIYA HITEN BHARAT KAILASH

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Croma

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

34 21TMM047 SHAH DEESHA DILIPBHAI VARSHABEN

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Croma

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

35 21TMM068 SHAIKH MEHVISH FARID SHAMA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Croma

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

36 21TMM048
SHAIKH SAIMA MOHD MUBARAK SHAIKH 
ZAINAB

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Amazon Great Indian 
Festival and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Croma

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

37 20TMM112 SHARMA RAHULKUMAR RANJEET GEETA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Croma

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

38 20TMM114 SHETTY SHRIDHAR DHARMALINGAM UMA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Croma

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

39 21TMM052 SONI JAY DHARMESH POOJA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Vijay 
Sales

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

40 21TMM055 VICHARE YATHARTH ASHOK ASHWINI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Vijay 
Sales

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

41 21TMM056 VISHWAKARMA SNEHA VIRENDRA BINDU

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Vijay 
Sales

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.



42 22TMM002 YADAV SURAJ HARISH KALAVATI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Vijay 
Sales

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

43 16TMM022 AGARWAL DEVKUMAR MAHESH

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Vijay 
Sales

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

44 20TMM123 SONAWANE SAHIL GIRISH REKHA

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Vijay 
Sales

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.

45 20TMM077 NADAR ARUNKUMAR MADHAVAN SUPPULAXMI

Pick any brand, idea and do a case study on it by understanding it's digital marketing campaign. Minimum 4 Brands 
or Ideas

Student have to submit Drawing book, 
Scrap book and Advertisemnt campaign

Rebranding or Revitalizing of a 
well-known national brand

Analyse the Myntra End Of Reason Sale 
and SWOT analysis of the same

Comparitive study on layout type 
and planograms used in Vijay 
Sales

1.Write an article on Role of Modern Communication in Rural Economy
 2. Designing an advertising Campaign for any rural product of your 
choice.


